Information on Primordial Sound Sessions:
I calculate the frequency/vibration of your soul and give that to you as your
Primordial Sound. What it does is silence your mind and take you into the
dimension of experience. You get direct access to the Quantum Field, through
which you get direct downloads through Source. This is a path of SelfActualization. You are not only ascending your frequency but integrating it into
your human self. The shifts in consciousness are happening in your daily life. The
sound itself is very powerful and the frequency takes it even deeper. This is not
external sound. This is a gentle essence given to you to repeat internally. You don’t
have to do anything because it will take over and you will melt into the frequency
eventually. These primordial sounds are the original sounds of creation. It is a seed
of gnosis or truth that is given to you to water daily. This is a daily practice. As you
do it daily, the frequency gets stronger and everything in your unconscious that is
not of pure light starts to be released. The sound is intelligent, alive, and conscious
so it will orchestrate all the situations, people, circumstances to awaken your
Divine Self within you. You start to merge with Source (actualize the dimension of
Source within your Human Self). This activates your Highest Potential and your
Highest Possible Reality. It also brings in the emergence of your Highest Purpose or
Calling.

Primordial Sound in a group contains 3-4 people and the price is $137 per person
for two 30 minute sessions in a group setting. The follow-up 30 minute session is
usually one week after the first one. Private Sessions for Primordial Sound are $350
and consist of one 60 minute session and a 30 minute follow-up.

Benefits of the Primordial Sound/Frequency:
1. Brings back everything into resonance and harmony in all aspects of your life as
you ascend your frequency and integrate it into your human self. The shifts in
consciousness happen in your daily life.
2. Heals and transmutes whatever blockages are between you and Source
including past life imprints, ancestral imprints, conditioning etc. It does this over a
period of time and it's infinite so it will keep going forever as you evolve. You will
continue self-actualizing through it as you become more conscious and free.
3. Activates your highest potential and your highest possible reality

4. You get to know your higher self, soul origination, guides and ascension teams as
you resonate your own frequency daily on a consistent basis.
5. Rapid shifts in consciousness occur daily (increases with consistency).
6. The sound becomes your anchor point and you can talk to it at any point.
7. You are going into your own Higher Self through this frequency so you fill
yourself up with your own Source.
8. Emergence of your highest calling/purpose happens.
9. You enter coherence mentally, spiritually, emotionally, and physically.
10. Your vibration keeps increasing as you ascend your frequency calling in more
things that are in resonance with you in all aspects.

